Validation of the Brazilian Children’s Test of Pseudoword Repetition in Portuguese speakers aged 4 to 10 years
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Abstract

The phonological loop is a component of the working memory system specifically involved in the processing and manipulation of limited amounts of information of a sound-based phonological nature. Phonological memory can be assessed by the Children’s Test of Nonword Repetition (CNRep) in English speakers but not in Portuguese speakers due to phonotactic differences between the two languages. The objectives of the present study were: 1) to develop the Brazilian Children’s Test of Pseudoword Repetition (BCPR), a Portuguese version of the CNRep, and 2) to validate the BCPR by correlation with the Auditory Digit Span Test from the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale. The BCPR and Digit Span were assessed in 182 children aged 4-10 years, 84 from Minas Gerais State (42 from a rural region) and 98 from the city of São Paulo. There are subject age and word length effects causing repetition accuracy to decline as a function of the number of syllables of the pseudowords. Correlations between BCPR and Digit Span forward (r = 0.50; P ≤ 0.01) and backward (r = 0.43; P ≤ 0.01) were found, and partial correlation indicated that higher BCPR scores were associated with higher Digit Span scores. BCPR appears to depend more on schooling, while Digit Span was more related to development. The results demonstrate that the BCPR is a reliable measure of phonological working memory, similar to the CNRep.

Introduction

Working memory is a system that holds and manipulates information for short periods of time. According to the model of Baddeley and Hitch (1), it comprises at least three components: the visuospatial sketchpad for visuospatial information, the phonological loop for verbal information, and the central executive, a limited-capacity circuit responsible for the control of attention and manipulation of information (1).
more stable lexical representations are gradually constructed (4).

There is evidence that nonword (also called pseudoword) repetition, as well as conventional tests of verbal short-term memory such as Digit Span, are constrained by the phonological loop (2). A pseudoword consists of a stimulus within the structural rules of a natural language, i.e., it can be read, written and repeated but has no conceptual meaning or semantic value in the current lexicon of that language. Because the phonological form of a pseudoword is necessarily unfamiliar, subjects have to rely heavily upon the capacity of their phonological memory system to encode and keep the novel phonological sequence in a non-degraded form for subsequent articulatory output (4). However, nonword repetition skill is influenced by the extent to which the stimuli resemble words; repetition is easier for nonwords that have a phonological or morphological structure close to real words (5-7).

The Children’s Test of Nonword Repetition (CNRep) requires transient storage of unfamiliar phonological forms (8). The child hears each pseudoword (for example, “loddernapish”) and then attempts to repeat it immediately. The test consists of 40 pseudowords of different length (2, 3, 4 and 5 syllables), presented in the same order to all participants. The dependent measure is the number of correct responses.

For young children or children with learning disabilities, the CNRep task is more suitable than the auditory Digit Span, the classical measure of the phonological loop, because many children have difficulty in understanding the task. For instance, many children have difficulty in waiting for the sequence of numbers to be completed before they begin to repeat them, or tend to repeat the sequence in reverse order. For children, repeating a single word spoken by an adult seems a natural response. Thus, understanding the demands imposed by the CNRep is not difficult (9). The CNRep offers minimal opportunity for drawing on prior learned knowledge in performing the task because stimuli are not so familiar as words, and the task involves processing novel material as opposed to the Digit Span Test that relies heavily on prior knowledge of numbers (10). Indeed, pseudoword repetition ability has been considered an excellent marker for specific language impairment (10) and for phonological short-term memory deficits (11).

The CNRep was developed in accordance with the phonotactic rules of the English language. Since the stress, the pattern and the average number of syllables in Portuguese words are different, the original stimuli are not suitable for non-English speakers. It would be of value to Portuguese-speaking researchers of child memory and language development to have a Portuguese version of the CNRep. As far as we know, no previous attempt to produce such a version has been published, and therefore we developed a Portuguese version of the CNRep, which we have named Brazilian Children’s Test of Pseudoword Repetition (BCPR), based on the original test criteria: minimal articulatory requirements, syllable dominance, and prosody and phonetic rules of the native language (8).

**Elaboration of BCPR stimuli**

Several steps were necessary to establish criteria for developing pseudowords and to identify crucial variables involved in the performance of the task.

*Phonological structure.* We took words normally heard on TV programs to analyze their phonological structure: length, spelling, syllabic construction, and prosody.

The next step was to select words heard by preschool children in recent children’s songs or in traditional Brazilian children’s rhymes and poetry. The examples below are presented in both languages to show the need for a Portuguese version of the test. Syllables stressed in Portuguese are underlined. Examples: *casa/*house, *gato/*cat, *chuva/*
rain, barata/cockroach, anel/ring, parede/wall, encantado/bewitched, amarelo/yellow, felicidade/happiness. The dominant syllabic stress pattern in Portuguese words is strong-weak for 2-syllable words (such as parte/portion), weak-strong-weak for 3-syllable words (cidade/city; escola/school), weak-weak-strong-weak for 4-syllable words (borboleta/butterfly), and weak-weak-weak-strong-weak for 5-syllable words (analfabeto/illiterate).

Syllabic stress. To create stimuli with dominant syllable stress we excluded verbs, diphthongs, words with orthographic stress and words with r, m, i as the final letter because they have a different syllabic stress pattern. Double consonants, however, were accepted, as in ninho/nest, cachorro/dog.

Forty pseudowords divided into sets of 10 for each number of syllables (from two to five) were constructed according to these criteria and are listed in Appendix 1.

Utterance. The usual utterance of each pseudoword was evaluated by asking six adults (20-30 years of age) of both genders, all undergraduate students, to repeat the 40 pseudowords spoken by the experimenter and to read the same stimuli aloud. They made very few mistakes during pseudoword repetition, showing that the task is easy for young adults of university level. We noticed that usually they spontaneously diverted their gaze away from the experimenter’s face, probably as a strategy to keep their attention on auditory reception of the information. However, when the pseudoword seemed to be very unfamiliar, they tried to lip-read. In the reading task, the adult subjects were quite uniform in prosody and intonation of the pseudowords, despite different regional accents. Phonological differences were not found; hence we considered that these stimuli followed the natural stress of syllables in the Portuguese language as spoken in Brazil.

Procedure. Five children aged 4-6 years of both genders were assessed for BCPR performance using the experimenter’s live voice and a cassette player recording. Children used lip-reading more often than adults. The use of a cassette player to prevent lip-reading was ruled out because, in spite of familiarity training before testing, we observed that the children typically smiled and talked while stimuli were being presented and engaged in playing with the cassette player as a toy. So we used a white sheet of paper as a screen to prevent lip-reading, a procedure used with young children (12) and with children with specific language impairment (10).

Articulation rate. One of the factors responsible for changes in span depends on articulation rate, since it reflects rehearsal (13). To consider this factor, we assessed the articulation rate for the BCPR stimuli.

The experimenter repeated each BCPR stimulus twice and the articulation time was measured with a stop watch. A repeated measure ANOVA was carried out to compare both measures and number of pseudoword syllables. The mean articulation rate in seconds according to stimulus length was: 94.1 ± 6.2 for 2-syllable, 107.1 ± 11.3 for 3-syllable, 110.6 ± 4.4 for 4-syllable and 129.4 ± 15.6 for 5-syllable stimuli.

There was a length effect \[F(3,36) = 12.0; P < 0.001]\ indicating more articulation time for long stimuli. There was no difference between the two measures \[F(1,36) = 1.46; P = 0.23]\. The interaction between factors \[F(3,36) = 3.51; P = 0.024]\ revealed that the articulation time was longer for 5-syllable nonwords in the first measure than in the second measure.

Wordlikeness. Twenty-eight adults were asked to read and rate each pseudoword on an analogical scale ranging from 1 mm (very different from a real word) to 100 mm (very similar to a real word). They were instructed to rate the wordlikeness of each pseudoword with general Portuguese words and not the similarity between the pseudoword and a particular real word. The scale was divided into five blocks: 1-20 mm (very different), 21-40, 41-60, 61-80, and 81-100 mm (very
similar). The mean rating for all nonwords was calculated, with a mean score of 59.54 ± 6.14. The ratings ranged from 47.55 to 71.03. Therefore, no pseudowords were at the extremes of the scale. In other words, our stimuli were neither completely similar to nor completely different from real Portuguese words. This was due to the fact that Portuguese words have typically regular stress, and consequently Portuguese nonwords also tend to be regularly stressed.

When the ratings were divided into three categories according to the wordlikeness ranges: 47-55 mm (low), 56-63 mm (medium) and 64-71 mm (high), 10 pseudowords were rated as low (mean = 51.62 ± 2.85), 20 as medium (59.59 ± 2.51), and 10 as high (67.34 ± 2.18) (Appendix 1). Therefore, the number of items rated as low and high wordlikeness were counterbalanced, i.e., 10 in each condition. A wordlikeness effect was found [F(2,37) = 96.33; P < 0.0001], with a progressive increase in the rates from the low to high similarity pseudowords. These categories were used in the first study to investigate wordlikeness.

After all of these steps were taken the test was applied in two studies. In the first one, with a small sample, we were mainly interested in the reliability of our version. The second study, with a larger sample, focused on the validity of the test.

Prior to testing, informed written consent for both experiments was obtained from the children’s parents. It was explained to each child that the experiment could be discontinued at any time. The Ethics Committee of Universidade Federal de São Paulo approved the study.

**Test-retest reliability study**

**Material and Methods**

**Participants**

Participants were 29 Brazilian children (17 boys and 12 girls) aged 4-7 years (mean age = 5.4 ± 1.0). Inclusion criteria were standard vocabulary scores over 89 and Digit Span from the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale Revised (SBIS-R) (14) within the normal range. The means scores were 14.7 ± 2.1 (raw score; IQ = 92) for vocabulary, 4.3 ± 0.8 for Digit Span forward (DSF), and 1.8 ± 1.2 for Digit Span backward (DSB).

**Procedure**

Brazilian Children’s Test of Pseudoword Repetition. Each child was told at the beginning of the test that he/she would hear some “funny made-up word” which he/she should try to repeat aloud. The items were presented in a constant sequence to all subjects, spoken by the experimenter with the mouth hidden by a sheet of paper in order to prevent lip-reading. The child was allowed 3 s to make the attempt to repeat the word before being prompted by the experimenter.

The experimenter spoke the next pseudoword in the sequence after allowing one repetition attempt on the previous item. Each attempt was scored 0 if the experimenter judged that the child had produced a sound that differed from the target pseudoword by one or more phonemes, and 1 if the repetition was judged to be phonologically accurate. In cases in which it was apparent from the child’s spontaneous speech that a specific phoneme was consistently misarticulated, credit was given for the consistent substitution. Incorrect responses were annotated on the answer sheet by the experimenter. The total number of pseudowords spoken correctly was calculated for each child.

The test was repeated after an interval of 7-15 days.

**Results and Discussion**

Table 1 presents the results of the reliability study. In general, 4- and 5-year-old children performed worse than older chil-
For all ages, more accuracy was observed for short pseudowords than for long ones. Children repeated high similarity pseudowords better than low similarity ones, and more errors occurred in medium similarity pseudowords.

The general reliability of the measure across the period was high ($r = 0.81; P < 0.01$). The coefficients were $r = 0.87 (P = 0.01)$ for the age of 4 years, $r = 0.73 (P = 0.03)$ for 5 years, $r = 0.91 (P < 0.01)$ for 6 years, and $r = 0.86 (P = 0.05)$ for 7 years. BCPR showed a similar reliability when compared to CNRep ($r = 0.77$ for 5 years and $r = 0.80$ for 7 years by CNRep) (8).

To investigate the data further, a $4 \times 2 \times 4$ repeated measures ANOVA was carried out, followed by the Tukey post hoc test, with the level of significance set at $P \leq 0.05$. There was a significant length effect [$F(3,75) = 32.61; P < 0.0001$], with the accuracy of repetition declining with increasing number of syllables, indicating the greater difficulty of longer items compared to short items. The test-retest reliability and the length effect evident in both assessments indicated that BCPR satisfies the original criteria of the CNRep.

There was no significant age effect on test scores [$F(3,25) = 0.40; P = 0.75$], possibly due to the small sample size. Also, no interaction between age and length was observed [$F(9,75) = 0.89; P = 0.53$]. Thus, we may assume that the relative item difficulty did not change within this age range.

Practice improved BCPR performance [$F(1,25) = 21.77; P < 0.0001$]. The number of correct repetitions in the retest (mean score = $33.24 \pm 5.4$) was higher than in the first assessment (mean score = $30.20 \pm 3.8$). Possibly a learning effect occurred because the interval between the two assessments was short, reducing the difficulty of the test items. However, the relative difficulties of the test items depending on their length remained constant, as indicated by the lack of interaction between test-retest and length [$F(3,75) = 0.78; P = 0.50$]. All other interactions were non-significant: between age and test-retest [$F(3,75) = 0.81; P = 0.49$] and age, length and test-retest [$F(9,75) = 0.94; P = 0.49$].

Wordlikeness effect was investigated in a further analysis (see Table 1). A $4 \times 3$ repeated measures ANOVA was carried out. No age effect was observed [$F(3,25) = 0.73; P = 0.54$].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Total score</th>
<th>2-syllable stimulus</th>
<th>3-syllable stimulus</th>
<th>4-syllable stimulus</th>
<th>5-syllable stimulus</th>
<th>Low similarity</th>
<th>Medium similarity</th>
<th>High similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 4 (N = 7)</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>29.1 (5.1)</td>
<td>8.4 (0.9)</td>
<td>8.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>7.0 (1.6)</td>
<td>5.7 (1.7)</td>
<td>3.2 (1.8)</td>
<td>6.2 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retest</td>
<td>32.5 (4.6)</td>
<td>9.1 (0.8)</td>
<td>8.5 (1.7)</td>
<td>8.5 (1.6)</td>
<td>6.2 (1.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 5 (N = 8)</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>29.2 (4.8)</td>
<td>8.7 (1.6)</td>
<td>8.0 (1.5)</td>
<td>7.1 (1.2)</td>
<td>5.3 (1.9)</td>
<td>3.1 (1.1)</td>
<td>6.3 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retest</td>
<td>32.6 (3.8)</td>
<td>9.5 (1.0)</td>
<td>8.5 (1.3)</td>
<td>7.6 (1.1)</td>
<td>7.0 (1.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 6 (N = 9)</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>30.4 (6.2)</td>
<td>8.7 (1.3)</td>
<td>8.4 (1.5)</td>
<td>7.3 (1.6)</td>
<td>5.8 (2.4)</td>
<td>3.4 (2.0)</td>
<td>4.0 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retest</td>
<td>34.0 (3.0)</td>
<td>9.5 (1.0)</td>
<td>9.5 (0.7)</td>
<td>8.2 (0.9)</td>
<td>6.8 (2.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 7 (N = 5)</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>32.8 (5.7)</td>
<td>8.6 (1.5)</td>
<td>9.2 (0.8)</td>
<td>8.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>7.0 (2.7)</td>
<td>2.0 (2.1)</td>
<td>3.8 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retest</td>
<td>33.8 (4.7)</td>
<td>8.8 (1.3)</td>
<td>9.0 (1.4)</td>
<td>8.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>8.0 (2.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are reported as mean (± SD) BCPR score (Brazilian Children’s Test of Pseudoword Repetition).
ever, a wordlikeness effect was found \( F(2,50) = 34.68; \ P < 0.0001 \), which revealed that children made more mistakes in pseudowords with medium wordlikeness than in pseudowords with high or low wordlikeness, and more mistakes in pseudowords with low than high wordlikeness. No interaction between age and wordlikeness was found \( F(6,50) = 1.83; \ P = 0.11 \). Therefore, wordlikeness differences occurred independently of age.

Our results repeated literature data (5) in that repetition accuracy was greater for pseudowords with high-rated (64-71 mm) wordlikeness than for pseudowords with low-rated (47-55 mm) wordlikeness. Second, medium-rated stimuli were more difficult than high- or low-rated stimuli. The length of pseudowords partially explains this difference since most pseudowords with high wordlikeness consisted of 2 syllables and were easier to repeat. On the other hand, most pseudowords with medium wordlikeness consisted of 4 or 5 syllables such as pseudowords with low wordlikeness. Perhaps this result was an artifact of the wordlikeness measurement procedure.

To better understand this question we calculated the number of errors for each nonword and divided the stimuli into two categories, i.e., easy and difficult repetition. This procedure might be considered an indirect measure of wordlikeness since in non-word repetition better performance is expected for nonwords similar to real words than for dissimilar stimuli (12). In other words, easy repetition corresponds to high wordlikeness, whereas difficult repetition corresponds to low wordlikeness. The frequency of errors ranged from 0 to 22 (mean score = 7.17 \pm 4.70). The mean frequency of errors was equivalent to 24.7\% of the responses and was used as cut off between categories. The stimuli were classified as 24 of easy repetition (mean score = 4.16 \pm 2.16) and 16 of difficult repetition (mean score = 11.68 \pm 3.75). This procedure revealed that stimuli of difficult repetition ranged from 2 to 5 syllables (2 of 2 syllables, 2 of 3 syllables, 4 of 4 syllables, and 8 of 5 syllables). Then, ANOVA 2 (repetition; easy or difficult) \times 4 \text{ (length; 2 to 5 syllables) and number of errors was calculated. Both length } F(3,32) = 3.99; \ P = 0.015 \text{ and repetition } F(1,32) = 34.76; \ P < 0.0001 \text{ effects were demonstrable, but no interaction was found } F(3,32) = 0.37; \ P = 0.76 \text{. Therefore, better performance occurred for items classified as easy repetition regardless of stimulus length. Thus, easy repetition such as that observed for high wordlikeness stimuli is more related to long-term lexical knowledge and less sensitive to phonological memory constraints, while pseudowords of difficult repetition rely on phonological memory (5).}

Validity study

The objective of this study was to obtain normative CNRep data by the validation of the BCPR for a larger sample of Portuguese-speaking subjects across different ages. As a criterion for validity we used Digit Span performance.

In the English normative study, significant correlations between DSF and CNRep by age were shown at age 4 (r = 0.52), at age 5 (r = 0.66), and at age 8 (r = 0.44). Also, similar patterns for DSF and BCPR, such as age and schooling effects on performance, were used as validity criteria. In addition, DSB was assessed. This task taps more strongly than the forward version on the central executive component of working memory, since it requires both maintaining and manipulating (reversal of the order) the information. Correlations between BCPR and DSF are expected to be higher than between BCPR and DSB.

Material and Methods

Participants

The participants were 182 children, 89
boys and 93 girls, aged 4 to 10 years. The children were raised in a rural region in the State of Minas Gerais (N = 42), in an urban area from the same region of Minas Gerais (N = 42), and in the city of São Paulo, SP (N = 43).

The children were recruited in state supported schools from preschool to 4th grade. They were matched according to socioeconomic status (Brazilian Association of Marketing Research Institutes scale). Furthermore, the inclusion criterion was normal intellectual level as assessed by the Raven-Colored Matrices (15) for school children (percentiles over 50) or by the SBIS-R (14) for preschoolers (IQ over 89). The means were 23.23 ± 4.2 (raw score; percentile = 80) for school children on the Raven scale and IQ was 97.9 ± 6.0 on the SBIS-R for preschoolers.

Procedure

The measures reported in this article represent a subset of a larger battery of tests administered to the children, such as visuo-spatial reasoning and visuospatial memory, which will be reported elsewhere. Children were always tested individually. The tests were administered in a single session and in randomized order. The following tests are those relevant to the present study:

I - BCPR. It followed the standard procedure for the original test, as adopted in Study 1.

II - Digit Span - SBIS-R. This requires the forward (DSF) and backward (DSB) repetition of digit sequences of increasing length. In the DSF the child repeats the digits in the same order as the experimenter spoke them. In the DSB, the subject repeats the digits in reverse order. Two sequences of each extension were performed, the score being the maximum extension performed in forward and in backward order. The sequences and procedures were taken from the SBIS-R (14).

Statistical analysis

Three sets of analyses were performed. In the first, repeated measures ANOVA was carried out for both BCPR and Digit Span (DSF and DSB). In both cases, the between-subject factors were 3 groups (urban from São Paulo, rural from Minas Gerais and urban from Minas Gerais), 7 ages (from 4 to 10 years) and 2 genders (male and female) or 5 schooling levels (from preschool to 4th grade), while the within-subjects factors were 4 numbers of syllables (from 2 to 5) for the BCPR and 2 orders (forward and backward) for the Digit Span.

In the second set, analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) using the same between and within factors were carried out - Digit Span as a covariant to the BCPR and vice versa - to investigate the factors that determine the main effects obtained. In the second and third sets of analyses the Tukey post hoc test was used with a significant alpha level of $P \leq 0.05$. These last sets are shown in sequence for each variable.

In the third set, correlation and regression analyses between the two variables (BCPR and DSF or DSB) were carried out. For these analyses an alpha level of $P \leq 0.01$ was adopted to minimize the effect of multiple comparisons.

Results

BCPR

Tables 2 and 3 present the results obtained with the BCPR by age and school grade. In general, the scores increased by age in both tests. DSF was performed better than DSB. Performance on BCPR decreased in long pseudowords for all ages. The scores were normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: $d = 0.08$, $P = 0.15$).

Group and gender effects. A 2 (gender) x 3 (groups) ANOVA for the total score on BCPR was performed. Neither a gender ef-
fect \(F(1,121) = 0.26; P = 0.87\) nor a group effect \(F(2,121) = 1.88; P = 0.15\) was found. Indeed, no interaction was observed \(F(2,121) = 0.05; P = 0.94\). Therefore, data from rural and urban regions were pooled; however, age and school grade factors were significant and the respective analyses are shown below.

**Age effect.** A 7 (age) x 4 (number of syllables) ANOVA was performed and an age effect was found: \(F(6,175) = 10.22; P < 0.001\); 4- and 7-year-old children performed worse than 8-, 9- and 10-year-old children; 5- and 6-year-old children performed worse than 10-year-old children. A length effect \(F(3,525) = 90.1; P < 0.0001\) and an interaction between age and length \(F(18,525) = 3.87; P < 0.0001\) were observed. Four-year-old children performed worse than 9- and 10-year-old children regarding 4-syllable items, and worse than 8-, 9- and 10-year-old children regarding 5-syllable items. However, when ANCOVA was calculated, with school grade as covariant, the age effect disappeared \(F(6,173) = 1.32; P = 0.24\), whereas length effect \(F(3,522) = 90.8; P < 0.0001\) and age-length interaction \(F(18,522) = 3.86; P < 0.0001\) remained.

**School grade effect.** A 5 (school grade) x 4 (number of syllables) ANOVA was performed. The schooling effect \(F(4,175) = 13.8; P < 0.001\) was significant and preschool children performed worse than 2nd, 3rd, and 4th grade children and 1st grade was worse than 4th grade. A length effect \(F(3,528) = 79.7; P < 0.0001\) and an interaction between schooling and length were observed: \(F(12,528) = 5.59; P < 0.0001\). Preschool children performed worse than 4th grade children in repetition of 3-syllable words, worse than 3rd and 4th grades in repetition of 4-syllable words, and worse than 2nd to 4th grade children in repetition of 5-syllable words. ANCOVA, with age as covariant, showed that school grade \(F(4,175) = 2.32; P = 0.05\) and length \(F(3,528) = 79.7; P < 0.0001\) effects and their interaction \(F(12,528) = 5.59; P < 0.0001\) persisted. Syllable number affects performance reflecting the item difficulty and length effect depends on schooling. Although an age effect was observed, this effect reflects the schooling level.

**Digit Span**

Tables 2 and 3 present the results obtained with the Digit Span test by age and school grade. Preschoolers scored less than other grades on Digit Span and BCPR, and higher on DSF than on DSB. Short pseudowords were repeated better than long ones by children of all grades.

**Group and gender effects.** First, a 2 (order) x 2 (gender) x 3 (group) repeated ANOVA for Digit Span was performed. No

---

**Table 2. Validity study of Digit Span and BCPR by age (N = 182).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Digit Span forward</th>
<th>Digit Span backward</th>
<th>BCPR total score</th>
<th>BCPR 2-syllable stimulus</th>
<th>BCPR 3-syllable stimulus</th>
<th>BCPR 4-syllable stimulus</th>
<th>BCPR 5-syllable stimulus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.2 (0.5)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.9)</td>
<td>29.4 (5.2)</td>
<td>8.5 (1.3)</td>
<td>7.9 (2.1)</td>
<td>7.2 (1.7)</td>
<td>5.7 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.7 (0.7)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.3)</td>
<td>31.0 (4.3)</td>
<td>8.8 (1.3)</td>
<td>8.5 (1.3)</td>
<td>7.4 (1.2)</td>
<td>6.0 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.3 (0.9)</td>
<td>2.1 (0.9)</td>
<td>31.5 (5.5)</td>
<td>8.8 (1.2)</td>
<td>8.4 (1.9)</td>
<td>7.8 (1.4)</td>
<td>6.3 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 7</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4.0 (0.8)</td>
<td>2.6 (0.7)</td>
<td>32.2 (4.5)</td>
<td>8.8 (1.0)</td>
<td>8.6 (1.1)</td>
<td>8.2 (1.5)</td>
<td>6.4 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 8</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4.2 (0.9)</td>
<td>2.9 (0.5)</td>
<td>35.3 (3.0)</td>
<td>9.1 (0.9)</td>
<td>9.1 (0.9)</td>
<td>8.6 (1.3)</td>
<td>7.5 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 9</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4.5 (0.7)</td>
<td>3.0 (0.7)</td>
<td>35.2 (3.2)</td>
<td>9.1 (0.9)</td>
<td>8.9 (1.2)</td>
<td>9.1 (0.9)</td>
<td>8.4 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 10</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4.6 (1.0)</td>
<td>3.1 (0.6)</td>
<td>36.6 (3.0)</td>
<td>9.3 (1.0)</td>
<td>9.3 (0.9)</td>
<td>9.3 (0.8)</td>
<td>8.7 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are reported as mean (± SD) score for both Digit Span and BCPR (Brazilian Children’s Test of Pseudoword Repetition).
group effect was observed $[F(2,124) = 0.92; P = 0.40]$. DSF was better than DSB $[F(1,124) = 358.62; P < 0.0001]$ and an interaction was found $[F(2,124) = 6.10; P = 0.003]$ that indicated that urban children from Minas Gerais performed the DSF better than rural children. No gender effect was observed $[F(1,180) = 0.06; P = 0.8]$. Children performed DSF better than DSB $[F(1,180) = 460.8; P < 0.0001]$ and no interaction was observed $[F(1,180) = 1.29; P = 0.25]$. Therefore, data from rural and urban regions were pooled. The analysis of age and school grade effects on Digit Span for the whole sample is given below.

**Age effect.** A 7 (age) x 2 (order) ANOVA was performed and revealed an age effect $[F(6,175) = 22.27; P < 0.0001]$; 4-year-old children performed worse than all other ages, 5-year-old performed worse than 8-, 9- and 10-year-old children, and 6- and 7-year-old children performed worse than 10-year-old children. Children performed DSF better than DSB $[F(1,175) = 558.6; P < 0.0001]$, and an interaction was observed $[F(6,175) = 6.65; P < 0.0001]$. Four-year-old children performed forward digits worse than 6- to 10-year-old children and for DSB, 4-year-old children performed worse than 5- to 10-year-old children. These effects remained after ANCOVA was performed, with school grade as a covariant: age effect $[F(6,173) = 8.22; P < 0.0001]$, order effect $[F(1,174) = 553.51; P < 0.0001]$ and interaction $[F(6,174) = 6.70; P < 0.0001]$. 

**School grade effect.** A 5 (schooling) x 2 (order) ANOVA was performed. A significant schooling effect was obtained $[F(4,176) = 20.4; P < 0.0001]$, with preschool children being impaired in relation to 2nd, 3rd and 4th grades; 1st grade children performed less well than 3rd and 4th grade children. Children performed DSF better than DSB $[F(1,176) = 406.3; P < 0.0001]$ and an interaction was found $[F(4,176) = 10.5; P < 0.0001]$. Preschool children performed DSF order worse than 3rd and 4th grade children. In DSB, preschool children performed worse than 1st to 4th grade children. However, when ANCOVA was performed, with age as covariant, the school grade effect was no longer observed $[F(4,175) = 0.63; P < 0.63]$. The main effect for order $[F(1,176) = 406.3; P < 0.0001]$ and interaction $[F(1,176) = 10.5; P < 0.0001]$ persisted. Thus, the results showed that Digit Span performance depends on age. Contrary to what was observed in BCPR performance, school grades reflect children’s age.

**Correlations between BCPR and Digit Span**

The analyses were carried out by Pearson’s product moment correlations. The correlations and respective degrees of freedom are summarized in Tables 4, 5 and 6.

**Correlation between variables.** A correlation matrix was calculated, which revealed
significant relationships between the measures used, except for that between 2-syllable pseudowords and DSB.

**Correlation by age.** A second correlation matrix was calculated, which revealed significant relationships between the measures used when the subjects were separated by age. BCPR performance was significantly related to DSF mainly in older children, while a correlation between BCPR and DSB was observed only in 5-year-old children.

**Correlation by school grade.** A third correlation matrix was calculated, which revealed significant relationships between measures when schooling factor was considered. BCPR performance was not significantly related to DSB. Correlation between DSF and BCPR was observed in all grades but the 1st.

**Multiple regression.** To describe a relationship between Digit Span tests and BCPR scores in more detail, a multiple regression was carried out with DSF and DSB as predictors for BCPR. In a stepwise regression analysis, DSF was entered first and explained 25.7% (R-square) of the variance in the BCPR score \[F(1,180) = 62.12; P < 0.01\]. DSB was entered second and accounted for a further 4.8% (increase of R-square from model 1 to model 2) of the variance in the BCPR score \[F(1,179) = 12.44; P < 0.01\]. The multiple regression model is summarized in Table 7.

**Partial correlation.** The partial correlation between DSF and BCPR (controlling for DSB) was only 0.38 instead of 0.50 while the partial correlation between DSB and BCPR (controlling for DSF) decreased from 0.43 to 0.25, but both were still significant. This reduction was due to the fact that there was a correlation between DSF and DSB \(r = 0.47; P < 0.001\). Thus, DSF and DSB together explain 30.5% of the variance observed in BCPR with independent contributions. But high BCPR scores were associated with high scores for both predictors. Nevertheless, there remained almost 70% of variance in BCPR that could not be explained by the variance of the Digit Span scores. One can argue that this part of the variance reflects at least in part the higher sensitivity of BCPR for phonological memory, such as CNRep in comparison to other measures (5). The coefficients of the partial correlation are presented in Table 8.

**Discussion**

The present data concern a Brazilian version of the CNRep, the BCPR assessed in
182 Portuguese speakers between 4 and 10 years old from preschool to 4th grade in Brazilian state supported schools. Age, pseudoword length and schooling affected both BCPR and Digit Span, in agreement with the normative data analysis of the original CNRep (8). A further set of analyses was carried out to investigate the correlation between BCPR and Digit Span.

The BCPR scores of Portuguese speakers were higher than those obtained with English speakers. However, in both cases the mean score increased while the standard deviation decreased in older children. For instance, English children scored 18.7 ± 6.0 at age 4 and 32.8 ± 4.3 at age 9 in CNRep, less than Brazilians who scored 29.4 ± 5.2 at age 4 and 35.2 ± 3.2 at age 9. This quantitative difference might be the result of factors such as the differences in phonotactic and articulation rate between the two languages, and also by the live voice presentation that presumably facilitated the performance of Brazilian children.

In the present study, there was no age effect for 4- to 7-year-old children, and so the progression in scores by age in Portuguese speakers seemed to be less linear than in English speakers. However, the sample size for 4- to 6-year-old Portuguese speakers was smaller than that of older ones compared to English speakers. This may be one reason for the lack of age effect among preschool children, and could also be the reason for the loss of age effect when schooling was considered separately as a covariant. However, evidence from neuroimaging and cognitive studies provides other explanations for the lack of age effect in younger children.

Neuroimaging studies have shown that the process of learning to read and write in infancy influences the functional architecture of the adult brain. For instance, illiterate adults experience greater difficulties than literate ones in tasks involving phonological processing, such as repetition of pseudowords (16).

A later study using a positron emission tomography scan and an auditory-verbal paradigm of word and pseudoword repetition applied to illiterate adults (17) showed different interactions between the language-instrumental brain areas compared with literate individuals. According to this study,

Table 7. Summary of multiple regression analysis of the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>(R^2)</th>
<th>Adjusted (R^2)</th>
<th>SD estimate</th>
<th>(R^2) change</th>
<th>F change</th>
<th>d.f. 1</th>
<th>d.f. 2</th>
<th>Significance (F change)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.507(^a)</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>3.9888</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>62.123</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.552(^b)</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>3.8677</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>12.447</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Predictors (constant) Digit Span forward. \(^b\)Predictors (constant) Digit Span backward.

Table 8. Partial correlation coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (constant)</td>
<td>23.090</td>
<td>1.375</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>16.797</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSF</td>
<td>2.507</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>7.882</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (constant)</td>
<td>22.931</td>
<td>1.334</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>17.195</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSF</td>
<td>1.923</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>5.491</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSB</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>3.528</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent variable: BCPR. DSF, DSB = Digit Span forward and backward, respectively.
certain features of phonological processing are not acquired spontaneously but are modulated by learning a written language; more specifically, the acquisition of orthographic knowledge may modulate sublexical phonological processing and sublexical phonological awareness.

A close relationship between CNRep scores and reading tests was observed in British children aged 5 to 8 years, but not in those aged 4, i.e., before the ability to read develops (8). Furthermore, the repetition of pseudowords was more efficient than Digit Span testing in differentiating reading ability between subjects. Indeed, a review of the literature about working memory development (4,18) showed that the spontaneous use of active rehearsal does not appear in children until they achieve reading proficiency. Therefore, schooling demands might contribute to working memory skills.

Our observation of preschoolers seems to agree well with both neuroimaging and cognitive studies. The difficulty in nonword repetition declines with more effective reading and writing skills. These abilities are consolidated in the 3rd and 4th years of elementary school, particularly among Brazilian children who begin reading-writing classes around 7 years of age.

A recent study (19) compared twins with specific language impairment histories to twins from the general population in order to investigate genetic and environmental influences on the acquisition of literacy. Literacy problems and poor nonword repetition were frequent in specific language impairment subjects but not in the general population as a whole, in which literacy learning difficulties were significantly associated with environmental variables.

The length effect reflects the subvocal rehearsal component of phonological working memory. Repetition performance decreased as pseudowords increased from two to five syllables in length. This declining accuracy with increasing pseudoword length is consistent with the statement that pseudowords are temporarily retained in a time- or capacity-limited phonological memory system (6). The length effect has already been shown in young children (12), in normal children (8) and in preschool children (5). In the present report, a length effect was strongly evident in all subjects. For instance, differences related to age in 5-syllable pseudoword repetition occurred between preschool children and 8-, 9- and 10-year-old children, and differences related to schooling were observed between preschool and all grades. This is consistent with the idea that literacy improves performance since the correct analytical and perceptual processing of stimulus constituents, i.e., phonological segmentation, develops and consequently improves the phonological awareness (7,20,21).

In the CNRep study (8), performance for 5-syllable pseudowords was consistently better than for 4-syllable pseudowords. The authors explained this by the prevalence of familiar morphological and phonological polysyllabic sequences (ex., altupatatory, confratually, defermication, etc.) in 5-syllable pseudowords. This might have offset the decline in accuracy when maintaining increasingly lengthy phonological sequences in working memory.

This phenomenon was not observed in the present study. Brazilian children consistently performed 4-syllable better than 5-syllable pseudowords. In our list of pseudowords, grammatical morphemes present in many words (e.g., paninha, belinidade, alvenioso) were used, but there was no repetition of the same suffix within each syllable length, and familiar grammatical morphemes were not prevalent in 5-syllable pseudowords. Another determinant of this difference probably is the well-established relationship between memory span and articulation time. A study (22) comparing subjects across a range of different languages found that performance on Digit Span and rate of digit reading were better when the language
allowed quick reading of syllables and phonemes (e.g., in English) and worse in languages with longer vowel sounds (e.g., in Arabic). In our stimuli, 5-syllable pseudowords do really take more articulation time than 4-syllable ones and consequently requirements for storage accuracy in the phonological memory decline for 4-syllable pseudowords.

The Digit Span analysis showed that Digit Span scores are affected by the same factors as the BCPR score, providing evidence for the validity of the Portuguese version. However, some similarities with the BCPR and Digit Span were observed.

Age was a determinant of performance ability for Digit Span, an order effect was observed since in all sets of analyses, DSF was better performed than DSB. For DSF the differences occurred only from preschool to 3rd and 4th grades. On the other hand, in DSB better performance was evident in all grades compared to preschool children. Age-related improvement in performance was seen regularly at each 12-month age band.

It has been shown that 6-year-old children use different acquisition strategies than older children and adults in DSF (18). Adults do actively use acquisition and retention strategies (e.g., grouping and rehearsal), older children can benefit from these strategies but do not adopt them spontaneously and younger children do not benefit due to a lack of maturity. Moreover, adults perform better at slower presentation rates (1 item per second) than at faster presentation (2.5 digits per second) whereas younger participants perform better at faster than at slower rates. Probably, there is echoic information for more items with faster presentation rates since there is less time for decay between items (23). Since in our study, according to the SBIS-R procedure, only slow presentation was used, we conclude that preschool children performed worse than older children since they had more difficulty in keeping the trace of memory and they may not spontaneously use memory strategies to avoid decay as older children do.

A pattern of strong association between pseudoword repetition and other phonological memory measures is accepted as evidence of the validity of pseudoword repetition as a test of phonological skills (8). In the present report, this association was confirmed by the significant correlation between BCPR total score and DSF ($r = 0.50$) and DSB ($r = 0.43$). For subtest scores, both 4- and 5-syllable stimuli showed the highest correlation with Digit Span in both orders. Previous research has shown a high correlation between multisyllable stimuli and total score for pseudoword repetition (6). This result suggests that 5-syllable pseudoword repetition score can be used as a predictor of Digit Span performance. Thus, in the absence of the Digit Span test, this score would be very useful for a rapid screening of this ability.

Correlation between BCPR and DSF was evident in older children (7, 9 and 10 years of age) compared to preschoolers, while for the CNRep a correlation was found for 4-, 5- and 8-year-old children. On the other hand, considering the schooling factor, correlation between BCPR and DSF was present from preschool to 4th grade, except for 1st grade. The highest correlation was found for 3rd grade ($r = 0.68$). Although the BCPR age correlation was progressive like in CNRep, the schooling factor showed almost a linear relationship between DSF and BCPR. Based on previous studies, we interpreted schooling to be more strongly related to this ability than age. Pseudoword repetition is a natural ability of the child that is present in younger children but accuracy of performance depends on phonological awareness, which is a consequence of perceptual and analytical processes supported by literacy (17).

It has been well established that DSB, besides being related to phonological memory, is also related to more complex processes, since it involves serial order. However, the correlation analysis did not support
the idea that DSF and DSB are involved in different processes. Partial correlation analyses showed a persistent significant correlation between BCPR and DSF (when DSB was excluded) and between BCPR and DSB (when DSF was excluded). Also, there was a significant correlation between DSF and DSB (r = 0.47). The present result is important because some studies do not note the reverse order contributions to phonological short-term memory.

No correlation between BCPR and DSB related to schooling was found, although when the subjects were classified by age a correlation between BCPR and DSB was observed for 5-year-old children (r = 0.68). As shown in Table 4, children were unable to repeat back in reverse order two digits at age 4 and this ability started to develop at age 5, increasing sharply up to 10 years. Developmental factors seem to be reflected in performance of tasks such as reverse order. For instance, the development of auditory brain areas extends up to the 4th year of life (24). The frontal cortex maturation is not completed before adolescence (25). Phonological memory seems to be established as early as about age 4, while executive processes develop over the subsequent years, and later both systems work independently but in association.

In summary, we developed and validated the BCPR - Brazilian Children’s Test of Pseudoword Repetition, a phonological working memory task for Portuguese speakers aged 4 to 10 years, based on the English version, the CNRep (5). BCPR scores change with age and are influenced by schooling. Moreover, we obtained good reliability across ages and a correlation with Digit Span - the classical measure of phonological loop. We conclude that the BCPR is a useful tool to investigate speech production and working memory in Brazilian children and Portuguese speakers in general.
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Appendix 1 - Wordlikeness rating for the Brazilian Children’s Test of Pseudoword Repetition (BCPR).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low wordlikeness</th>
<th>Medium wordlikeness</th>
<th>High wordlikeness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Porate</td>
<td>Rencoc</td>
<td>Envastado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muralito</td>
<td>Pibo</td>
<td>Micharrinho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocarelo</td>
<td>Serdelho</td>
<td>Limarado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cormadura</td>
<td>Mantura</td>
<td>Belinidade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escurramo</td>
<td>Ampsico</td>
<td>Paripadura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aparidica</td>
<td>Talugo</td>
<td>Apapilado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pergaleta</td>
<td>Barita</td>
<td>Incovilente</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvenioso</td>
<td>Begina</td>
<td>Cabajucaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanitito</td>
<td>Magalo</td>
<td>Calentonina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelitiva</td>
<td>Panininha</td>
<td>Rolinicista</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Low wordlikeness | Medium wordlikeness | High wordlikeness |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Porate</td>
<td>Rencoc</td>
<td>Envastado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muralito</td>
<td>Pibo</td>
<td>Micharrinho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cormadura</td>
<td>Mantura</td>
<td>Belinidade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escurramo</td>
<td>Ampsico</td>
<td>Paripadura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aparidica</td>
<td>Talugo</td>
<td>Apapilado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pergaleta</td>
<td>Barita</td>
<td>Incovilente</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvenioso</td>
<td>Begina</td>
<td>Cabajucaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanitito</td>
<td>Magalo</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelitiva</td>
<td>Panininha</td>
<td>Rolinicista</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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